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Who was the Beloved Disciple, or “two lisci le whom
Jesus loved? 4 * modern critics agree that this has been a
most baffling, perplexing question. The seeker after so-
lutions to problems created in lew Testament study fre-
quently uproots other problems upon which the solution of
the first are dependent. But the very interrelatedness
of problems and solutions increases the joy of Hew Testa-
ment . research, whetting the imagination to that oint of
productivity so essential to every student. Tew avenues
for intensive study are opened to the student possessing
a determination that no stones shall be left unturned in
trie endeavor to attain a more adequa e understanding and
appreciation of the message of the Christian bible. It
was after this manner that scholars who sought to discover
something about the authorship of the Fourth Gospel found
a new problem to be solved, that of identifying the Belov-
ed Disciple. The avera 3 Christian layman has probably
never had the question raised in his mind concerning the
existence of such a problem, however, one has not pro-
gressed far in his solution before becoming aware of a
new an 1 increas ng affection for him whom Jesus loved.
This thesis will crit cally consider the views of va-
rious scholars, and we will attempt to show what theory
lends itself to a satisfactory adjustment with our own
point of view . It is not the purpose of the writer to ex-
tract a solution from innuraera- le conflicting opinions
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which will settle the question for all time. The scholars
speculate, assume, deduct, ost 'late and conjecture^ hut,
in trie end, prefer to leave the question o;>en.
To achieve our aim we shall investigate tho sources
which deal with the presentation and solution of the prob-
lem. The greater fund of our information is found in the
gospel account itself. Certain external materials are
available which in some res eels, increase the difficul-
ties and implications of the problem, yet do furnish added
light upon the discussion. ^gain, we shall avoid alternat-
ing to solve the roblem in compliance with our desires
for any particular outcome.
The enigmatic title l, the disciple whom Jesus loved' 1
appears three times in the Fourth dosoel . The first men-
tion is on the occasion of the Last Sunoer in John 13:23
‘‘there was leaning on Jesus' bosom one of His disciples
whom Jesus loved." hark, in speaking of the Last Supper,
says, "and in the evening He cometh with the twelve
( hark 14:17), but when Jesus says, ''One of you shall be-
tray me," Jesus adds, "It is one of the twelve." This
sounds as though there were others present beside the twelve.
Join does not come out by saying that there were just twelve
at the supper. Me know that Jesus had lany other disciples.
,as John pictures the scene of the Last Supper, it is much
easier for one who is not in the group of twelve to ask,
"Lord who is it?" Zahn has interpolated a statement at this
point and declares that it is mocker’/ of the text to say
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that one outside the group of twelve was present at the
Last Su er. '
’
Other scholars maintain that it would seem ranch more in
keeping with the ordinary procedure for Jesus and his disci-
ples, who were in a private home, to invite the host or some-
one of the household. Seme Jerusalemite friend of Jesus
might well be with the group that last night. Jith the pres-
ence of an. other disciple, not of the twelve and in whom Jesus
could confide, He would not need to feel embarassment in the
possible slowing of partiality to one of the Twelve.
The second reference to the Beloved Disciple occurs in
John 19:26, which describes the scene at the cross: “’When
Jesus therefore saw his pother, and the Lisciple standing
by, whom He loved, He saith unto His mother, ’Toman behold
thy son.” Then saith He to the disciple, 'Behold thy mother 1 '
And from that hour that disciple took ner to lis own home."
Someone has said that if the passa e is to be taken literally
at all and if the Belovei Disci; le were a Galilean, then he
could not have taken her to his own home in that same "hour."
Jesus' mother was without a home of her own in Jerusalem
and the Beloved Disciple evidently had one there or some-
where near to the scene of the crucifixion. Evidently he
was
- held in high esteem by Jesus and he was surely finan-
cially able to keep the mother of Jesus. Jesus must have
known that the Beloved Disciple had a very high regard for




John 20: 1-8 gives us the third direct reference to the
disciple whom Jesus loved: "The first day of the week com-
eth Mary Magdalene early, when it was yet dark, unto the
sepulchre, and seeth the stone taken away from the sepulchre.
Then she runneth, and cometh to Simon Peter, and to the other
disciple, whom Jesus loved, and saith unto them, ’They have
taken away the Lord out of the sepulchre, and we know not
where they have laid Him,’ Peter therefore went forth, and
that other disciple, and came to the sepulchre. So they
ran both together; and the other disciple did outrun Peter,
and came first to the sepulchre. And he, stooping down, and
looking in, saw the linen clothes lying; yet went he not in.
Then cometh Simon Peter following him, and went into the sep-
ulchre, and seeth the linen clothes lie, and the napkin, that
v/as about His head, not lying with the linen clothes, but
wrapped together in a place by itself. Then went in also
that other disciple, which came first to the sepulchre, and
he saw, and believed,''
In this third appearance we are left without doubt that
"the disciple whom Jesus loved" is quite young, at least, he
is younger than Peter, He has outrun Peter, yet when he peers
into the open tomb he is satisfied with what he sees. This
is not true of Peter. He must make closer examination in or-
der to thoroughly satisfy himself.
The "other disciple" is a title which appears in con-
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nection with some of the most significant incidents record-
ed in the gospel. John the Baptist persuades two of his
disciples to follow Jesus. Andrew was one, and "the other"
is unnamed. (John 1:35-41). «Vhen Jesus was taken in the
C-arden, "Si ion Peter followed Jesus, and so did another dis-
ciple," whom the High Priest knew, for they were allowed
entrance to his house. (John 18;15). It is highly probable
that these titles refer to the same man, for we find them .
used conjointly in John 20:2, "the other disciple, whom Je-
sus loved." Most scholars agree that chapter twenty-one of
the Fourth Gospel is the work of a later writer. The evi-
dence appears to indicate tf cutchapter twenty is the conclud-
ing chapter of the original gospel. Lightfoot contends that
the epilogue is by the same hand as the gospel, but that it
was an after -thought . If we may be allowed to cast our vote
with the majority In this instance then the references to
"the disciple whom Jesus 'loved" should be included in the
enumeration.
John 21:7 "Therefore that disciple whom Jesus loved
saith unto Peter, ’It is the Lord.’" This verse is preceded
by a statement in 21:2 which opens the scene: "There were
together Simon Peter, and Thomas called Didymus, and Nathan-
ael of Cana in Galilee, and the sons of Zebedee, and two
others of His disciples. 1 The basis for two arguments are
found here, for John, the son of Zebedee, is present and al-
so two other disciples, one of which some authorities indi-
cate to be "the disciple whom Jesus loved." That is, one
of these three is a possible candidate for the
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honor. In the first passage here in verse 7 we see that
the Beloved Disciple is sufficiently close to Jesus to rec-
ognize Him before any of the others. Companionship had
taught him Jesus’ characteristics and his appearance which
gave him almost immediate recognition of the Master.
John 21:20 ff. ’’Then Peter, turning about, seeth the
disciple whom Jesus loved, following; which also leaned on
his breast at supper, and said, "Lord, which is he that be-
trayeth thee?’ Peter, seeing him, saith to Jesus, ’Lord,
and what shall this man do?’ Jesus saith unto him, ’If I
will that he tarry until I come, what is that to thee?
Folio v/ thou me.’ Then went this saying abroad among the
brethren, that the disciple should not die; yet Jesus said
unto him, ’If I will that he tarry until I come, what is
that to thee?'" The verse that follows cannot be definite-
ly identified, though it would be a vain assumption for
the author to claim to be the "disciple whom Jesus loved."
However we may view the actual identity of the man, we have
here another reference to his association with Jesus and
his disciples. 1. It would be a perfectly natural way of
reference "if the disciple In question stood in a special
relation, a closer relation than any other disciple of
Jesus, to the Christian circle to which the Evangelist and
the original readers of his Gospel belonged, and if when
1. Streeter, B. H. "The Four Gospels" p. 432
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he wrote, it was already a cherished custom in this circle
to speak of this disciple, not by name, but as 'the Disci-
We contend, by this line of reasoning, that the Beloved Dis-
ciple must be distinguished from the Evangelist as a first
move in dealing with the Johannine problem of authorship.
Wendt suggests further that "the Evangelist would not speak
of this disciple as he might speak of some remote person,
but as of one who was known and could, of course, be recog-
nized; as an initiate in the knowledge of this disciple,
speaking to his fellow-adepts . "2
.
The critics, as we have intimated previously, have bat-
tled long over the question as to "whether the Beloved Dis-
ciple is intended as a synonym for the Apostle John, the
son of Zebedee, or whether he is meant to be understood as
a purely ideal figure--the perfect disciple Y/ho alone real-
ly understood the mind of Christ" or someone of a number of
suggested candidates. Perhaps the Revelation of the Word
made flesh would not have been entirely completed until at
least one of the Tv/elve understood it.
Scholars tell us that the text makes plain certain
definite requirements of him who would bear the honored ti-
tle. "He was a Judean," says Garvie, "and probably even a
young, rich and influential citizen of Jerusalem, closely
connected with the family of the high priest, if not himself
1. Wendt, H. H. "The Gospel According to St. John," pp. 211, 212
2. Wendt, H. H. "The Gospel According to St. John," p.212
or as 'the disciple whom Jesus loved.
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a priest, and. an adherent of the Sadducean party. His dom-
inating interest is in the progress of Jesus' self-testimony
and the growing unbelief and hate provoked by it in the
Jewish leaders and teachers; and he again and again shows
an intimate knowledge of the conflicting currents of opin-
ion among the people and the secret machinations of the
hostile party. If, as has been maintained, the sixth chap-
ter is an insertion by the redactor, he had no interest in
the Galilean ministry as Peter had not in the Judean. Prob-
ably he provided both the ass for the triumphal entry and
the guest-chamber for the Last Supper, and was also able,
owing to his rank and wealth, to offer some protection and
hospitality to the company of disciples. A constant com-
panion of Jesus at the beginning of His ministry, but not
one of the Twelve in Galilee, he renewed his contact with
Jesus only at the visits to Jerusalem. He enjoyed, however,
a peculiar intimacy, as did others outside of the apostolic
circle, such as the family in Bethany. ”!•
’’According to ancient tradition, this unnamed disciple
is John the son of Zebedee. This John is not otherwise
mentioned in the Fourth Gospel, although he belonged, as we
know from the synoptic tradition, to the earliest and most
intimate disciples of Jesus. There are no cogent reasons
to be urged against this interpretation of ’’the disciple
whom Jesus loved” as the Apostle John. ”2*
1. Garvie, A. E. "The Eeloved Disciple” p. 201,202
2. Wendt, H. H. ’’The Gospel According to St. John” p.212
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However, \)©ndt does not make the Beloved Disciple
John, son of Zehed.ee, the author of the Fourth Gospel as
is evidently intended by the writer of the Appendix.
Wendt postulates a written Source which passed through
the editing hands of the evangelist to become our Fourth
Gospel. But, the author of the Source "must himself be
sought in the inmost circle of Jesus' disciples, among
His companions at the Last Supper." It is altogether
probable that this author of the Source should be iden-
tified with "that mysteriously devoted apostle." It may
also be expected that the one who designates himself as
an eye-witness in John 1:14 and I John 1-3 is identical
with the eye-witness to whom the evangelist appeals in
John 19:35. Furthermore, the assurance of the Appendix
that "the disciple whom Jesus loved" is he "that beareth
witness of these things" may also be claimed for John,
son of Zebedee. In fact, according to Wendt, we may
claim all honors for the Apostle John except that he
"wrote these things." John 21:24.
There are these objections to be raised to Wendt's
case. The first regards the Apostle John as the author
of a Source, through which alone he made his contact with
the evangelist, and that the Gospel as we have it is sim-
ply a redaction of this Source. Editing alone cannot ac-
count for the difference that exists between the present
Gospel and any gospel that would be psychologically true
/
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to the character of John, son of 2ehed.ee . The Apostle
John may he the Beloved Disciple and he may he the imme-
diate source of information for the Gospel, hut it is
difficult to conceive of his portraying the companion of
his youth as a self-confessed abstraction. It appears
more plausible, more credible to accredit the Apostle
John with having inspired not only the author, but all
those with whom he came into contact. This would he one
explanation for calling him the Beloved Disciple, belov-
ed by his followers for his own sake as well as the af-
fection which they believed Jesus had for him.
Wendt contends that the evangelist furnished the his-
torical framework which made intelligible the Johannine
source. This may be true to that extent which the evan-
gelist depended on the Synoptics, but it would seem that
in other matters of history that the eye-witness would be
more historically minded than an evangelist once removed
from the event .
In concluding his argument Wendt states:- "the ancient
ecclessiastical tradition, --which meet s us first in Theo-
philus of Antioch, ad Autol. ii. 22, and in the Murat orian
fragment
,
--that John was the author of the aaclior of the
Fourth Gospel, receives a natural explanation v/hen we a-
dopt the view that the Gospel contains the memoirs of the
Apostle John, and was received and valued by its first
readers as a redaction of those memoirs, provided with a
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historical setting. The designation of this gospel as
t0V ^^^^^has in that case exactly the
same ground and the same measure of justification as the
J / c\ *
^
V
demoting of our First Gospel as A a if aSZoyf,
because it includes the Logia of the Apostle Matthew. "1
•
Streeter believes that the Beloved Disciple is an
Apostle, but one transfigured into an ideal disciple.
There is little doubt in his mind but "that the author has
John in mind as that Apostle. Surely the "disciple whom
Jesus loved" must have been one of the inner circle of the
Twelve, Peter, James, and John, of whom Mark speak$a so
frequent ly. 2
.
Many scholars cannot reconcile the disciple John, son
of Zebedee, with "the disciple whom Jesus loved." They do
not believe that he fits the part. Mark 10 describes him
as seeking with James the two highest seats in heaven. In
Mark 3:17 he and. James are called "sons of thunder." In
Luke 9:51-56 tells of the enthusiasm of these two brothers
to exercise revenge upon a city of Samaritans by asking
Jesus to call down fire upon the natives. Hays in his
"John and His Writings" creates a picture of John as one
who is not in the highest regard with the other disciples.
Garvie says, ’the capacity and character of the witness
who in loving intimacy with Jesus could appreciate His
higher teaching as the Twelve could not, do not correspond
with the impression of the son of Zebedee which the Syn-





2. Streeter: "The Four Gospels" p. 432
'
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optics leave upon us."l* These incidents hardly show the
sympathetic insight into Jesus’ life which the Beloved Dis-
ciple evidently possessed. Garvie maintains that ’’the Be-
loved Disciple must have already been as companion v/hat he
proved as witness, appreciative and sympathetic with that
’inner life’ of Jesus which he has unveiled for us, and for
which, as the Synoptic Gospels testify, the company of the
Twelve was so unintelligent and insensitive . "2
. it i s due
to this fact that he looks elsewhere than among the Twelve
I
for his Beloved Disciple, whom he cannot persuade himself
is to be identified with John, son of Zebedee. We part
ways with Garvie when he holds that whoever is the Beloved
Disciple is the author of the Fourth Gospel. He discredits
the Apostle John on the two-fold count that it is impossi-
ble for him to be either the evangelist or the favored in-
timate of Jesus. But, according to Garvie, the chief rea-
son that John, son of Zebedee, cannot be the evangelist is
because he cannot be the Beloved Disciple. Authorship and
Beloved Discipleship are interchangeable. By making these
two distinct and parallel rather than identical, then at
least one difficulty in the way of making John, son of
Zebedee, the Beloved Disciple is removed.
Julicher would place the Eeloved Disciple outside the
Twelve. Surely he is included among the group of disciples
mentioned 'in 21:2, but why should he not just as well have
been Nathaniel, or one of the nameless pair? These three
1. Garvie, "The Beloved Disciple" p.202
2. Garvie, A. E. "The Beloved Disciple" p. 229
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men can hardly be included in the number of the Twelve.
The Synoptics emphasize the uniqueness of the Twelve.
There is only one reference in the Fourth Gospel to a
privileged circle of Twelve Apostles. (6:67-70). The e-
vangelist himself seems to give the term ’’disciple" a
higher, more significant meaning than that of "one of the
Twelve." The latter he uses only to denote the traitor
Judas and the faithless Thomas. Julicher indicates, "the
air of animosity against the Twelve and their special au-
thority." Peter, the hero of the Twelve, is contrasted
with the Beloved Disciple and is made to take a second
place. "Peter, turning about, seeth the disciple whom
Jesus loved following; who also leaned back on his breast
at the Supper, and said. Lord, who is he that betrayeth
thee? Peter therefore seeing him saith to Jesus, Lord,
and what shall this man do? Jesus saith unto him, If I
will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee?"
(Luke 21:20-22). The two of them were following Jesus
when he was arrested in the Garden of Gethsemanae, and
through the influence of the Beloved Disciple Peter is ad-
mitted to the palace of the High Priest. It is on that
same night that Peter denies his Lord three times, but the
nameless one accompanies the Master faithfully to His
death, and stands alone of all His disciples. He it is
who is given by the dying Christ to Mary as her son. We
have referred to this incident in another connection at
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the beginning of the thesis. Julicher continues to prove
the existence of rivalry in Peter’s mind by saying, 1. f jn
21:15-25 it is surely not intended to confer on Peter a
degree of love to Jesus to which no other had attained,
but rather politely to refuse this claim to a7pfeow -^ouTuj V;
Peter’s very question in verse 21 betrays the fact that he
regarded the Eeloved disciple as a rival, and it is also
noteworthy that the latter follows Jesus of his own accord,
whereas Peter does so only by express command. Lastly, in
verses 22 and 23 we are given to understand that a saying
became rife among the brethren that the unnamed disciple
would not die, for this was thought to have been foretold
ihim by the Risen One as distinctly as had his death upon
the cross to Peter; but the writer’s faith in this saying
had passed away, and he impresses it upon us that Jesus
did not say 'he shall not die,' but only 'if I will that
he tarry till I come, what is that to thee?"
It is quite obvious that Julicher is more the partisan
of the Beloved Disciple at the expense of Peter than is
the Evangelist himself. Julicher uses this ''rivalry" of
Peter for the express purpose of pointing out the way to
solve the problem which he has chosen. We vh.ll consider
this later. It would seem, though, that the preference
shown by the evangelist for the Beloved Disciple has a
more natural explanation than Julicher 's rather artificial
one .
1. Julicher, "An Introduction to the New Testament" p. 412,413
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Garvie, as has already been noted, places the Beloved
Disciple outside the Twelve because of the marked contrast
of character. He tells us that the "dominating interest
of the Eeloved Disciple is in the progress of Jesus' self-
testimony and the growing unbelief and hate provoked by it
in the Jewish leaders and teachers; and he repeatedly shows
an intimate knowledge of the conflicting currents of opin-
ion among the people and the secret machinations of the
hostile party. "!• This statement includes Garvie 's two
most important reasons for excluding any one of the Twelve
from the office of Beloved Disciple. No one of them un-
derstood Jesus thoroughly enough or sympathetically enough
to trace His increasing self-consciousness and witness of
Himself. Furthermore, no Galilean fisherman could be on
the' inside' of Jerusalem's political and ecclesiastical
organization. That there should be someone outside the
Twelve who enjoyed intimacy with Jesus does not surprise
Garvie in view of the family at Eethany. The Beloved Dis-
ciple, then, must have been a constant companion of Jesus
at the beginning of His ministry, but not one of the Twelve
in Galilee. "He renewed his contact with Jesus only at
the visits to Jerusalem. "2. it is not surprising that the
Synoptic Gospels make no mention of this disciple since he
kept so much in the background of the picture. Perhaps
this was due to his natural modesty, or out of consideration




for his family that his name was kept unknown. "The evan-
gelist, as a tribute of his affections, may have described
him as 'the disciple whom Jesus loved ,
'
if that descrip-
tion is not itself a humble self-concession, and a grate-
ful adoration of Christ on the part of the witness. "1.
The idea of calling oneself the most loved disciple
of Jesus hardly constitutes a "humble self-confession," al-
though it might be allowed on the ground of "grateful ado-
ration." Any Jerusalem d.isciple who is made the intimate
confidant of Jesus must be fictitious unless he can be i-
aentified with some otherwise authenticated person. Va-
rious attempts at such identification have been attempted,
but none of them is convincing.
Garvie credits the suggestion that the Eeloved Dis-
ciple may be identified with the Rich Young Ruler to Dr.
Swete in the "Journal of Theological Studies" for July 1916.
The Rich Young Ruler asked a question concerning eternal
life: "and. as he was going forth into the way, there ran
one to him, and kneeled to him, and asked him. Good Teach-
er, what shall I do that I may inherit eternal life?"
(Mark 10:17). Then, when the man was leaving, "Jesus
looking upon him loved him," (Mark 10:21). It is gener-
ally agreed that "Eternal Life" is the dominant theme of
the Fourth Gospel. The book and the man converge at this
point of primary interest. Furthermore, the starting-




cription of the witness as "the disciple whom Jesus loved."
Garvie comments: "if this he his own description, it may
he a sorrowful confession; 'still loved though afraid
openly to acknowledge the loving master. '"1. This is an
interesting guess. It cannot he said to be a marked co-
incidence that two men should he interested in eternal
life, or that the Man of Love should he moved to love more
than one earnest seeker after truth. A further objection
should he noted. "it is towards the close of Jesus' min-
istry that the Synoptic record places the coming of the
rich young ruler to Jesus, and the Fourth Gospel contains
the reminiscences of a disciple from the beginning. The
objection, however, is not insuperable. He may have been
a companion before the public ministry began. He may, how-
ever, have avoided openly identifying himself with the dis-
ciples of Jesus on His visits to Jerusalem. Overcome by
his aspiration to find from the lips of Jesus the answer to
his question, he may have forgotten his prudence for a mo-
ment in this act of homage. Jesus, anxious to bring the
waverer to decision in an open confession, may have desired
by his severe demand to loose the bonds that bound him. Is
Jesus' attitude to him, or his to Jesus, not more intelli-
gible if there were some previous connexion? Would Jesus
have given the call to become one of His followers at so
great a cost to a stranger, had He had no ground in pre-
vious knowledge for expecting that it would be heard and
1. Garvie, A. E. "The Beloved Disciple" p. 230
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answer edf Although the open confession may have been de-
layed for years, and the silence of the Synoptists regard-
ing the identity of the rich young ruler may have been due
to his own desire to remain a secret disciple; yet at last,
if only in distant Ephesus, and not in Jerusalem itself,
the confession may have been made. May he not include him-
self among those to whom reference is made in XII ; 42-43,
'Nevertheless even of the rulers many believed on him; but
because of the Pharisees they did not confess it, lest
they should be put out of the synagogue; for they loved,
the glory that is of men more than the glory that is of
God, ' an utterance of contrition? Was the memory of the
'great refusal' too painful to be explicitly recorded,
and was the confession made thus indirectly? This iden-
tification must, however, remain only a plausible conjec-
ture. "1 •
Reverend B. Grey Griffith points out in the "Exposi-
tory Times," XXXii. p. 379, that "the phrase, 'the disci-
ple whom Jesus loved, ' does not occur until we come to the
thirteenth chapter, and then is found several times to the
end of the Gospel. Some one has come into the story who
carries the title. Either he was not in the story before,
or he has received a new name. But a similar phrase is
found in chapter eleven, "He whom thou lovest is sick"
name is needed. Jesus recognized the reference to Lazarus,
No name is mentioned, no
1. Garvie, A. E. "The Beloved Disciple" p. 231
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who evidently is known as the one who is loved by Jesus,
This is the word used of the household at Bethany, but used
of none other. John XI: 5, "Wow Jesus loved Martha, and
her sister, and Lazarus ^//-yXTTo- Sit 0
fat 'J'yiV ^ v cuoi^yxS fcl,TSvJ)^<iJCa'/acv* it is true that in




but this is the word also used in chapter 20:2
about this "other disciple." The two words are evidently
used interchangeably. If we were reading without any pre-
vious notions and had marked the passage in chapter 11:5,
"and Jesus loved Martha and Lazarus," and then had come
across the phrase in chapter thirteen, "The disciple whom
Jesus loved," we should, I think, immediately connect the
two. It is Lazarus who has come into the story. Can he
fill the picture?’ The following reasons are given.
(1) Like his sister Mary (John 12:16) he ’lives in the at-
mosphere of "understanding."’ (2) He meets what all the
allusions require. (3) As one who had been raised from
the dead, the empty grave is enough for him; he needs no
appearance to believe (20:2). (4) 'It was said that he
would not see death. This is just what we should expect,
namely, that Lazarus who had been raised should not again
have to face death. ' The last reason loses its force if
the view of the Appendix previous&puggested holds. None
of the other reasons is conclusive. He sets aside the ob-
jection that Lazarus cannot have been at the Last Supper
by insisting that he had become one of Jesus’ intimates, so
.
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that ’his absence would have been remarkable? He load ’been
introduced into the company? The objection from 21:24 falls
to the ground with the view taken of the Appendix, and the
argument offered against it can be passed over."l»
Rev. P. Uarburton Lewis combines the two conjectures.
(Expository Times, XXXiii. p. 42, 232, 233). He holds that
’the points mentioned by Mr. Grey Griffith are capable of
even more emphasis than he has placed upon them, ’ but dis-
sents from him in not identifying another disciple’ of
XViii.15 with the beloved disciple, and takes XXi.24 as
referring to the whole Gospel. He regards the Gospel as
the work of Lazarus issued (and perhaps edited) by the a-
postle John or that other John beloved of critics.' The
story of the beloved disciple he states begins ’in Mark
10:21--Jesus loved him at sight--the young ruler was
Lazarus. '1* Some of the reasons for identifying the belov-
ed disciple with the rich young ruler on the one hand, and
with Lazarus on the other, lend plausibility to identifica-
tion of the one with the other; but there is no real evi-
dence •
To the identification with Lazarus the Rev. H. Rigg
offers 'some formidable objections.' (1) The danger to
Lazarus indicated in John Xii . 10,11 makes it unlikely that
he would 'move about so freely in the court and palace dur-
ing the Lord's trial.' (2) He vias not a companion of Jesus
in Gethsemane, as we might have expected him to be if he was
so intimate with Jesus as Mr. Griffith represents him as be-
1. Garvie, A. E. "The Beloved Disciple" p. 233
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ing. (3) An argument should not be based on an emotional
utterance of the sisters. Why did they not use the recog-
nized title, ’the disciple whom thou lovest, ' if it did be-
long to their brother? (4) Why is Lazarus not mentioned
with Mary in Acts i. 13,14, if he was looking after her?
These objections are not so formidable as their author
thinks. Persons in peril have been known to take great
risks, A good reason has been given why the beloved dis-
ciple was not at Gethsemane, and for Lazarus’ absence there
might have been a like reason. There is some force in the
difference of phrase to which attention is called. That
her guardian must always be with Mary is a groundless as-
sumption. Mr. Rigg’s is inconclusive reasoning.
There seem to be two objections to the identification
with Lazarus. The first is this: why, when the name is
elsewhere withheld should it be given only in chapter Xi.?
Why should Lazarus, if the author, so mystify us? The sec-
ond is that the narrative in Xi. is from the standpoint of
an observer, and not of the experient. If the author had
himself been recalled from the grave, would there be no
trace of that experience in his record? For our interpre-
tation and estimate of the Gospel neither of these identi-
fications is of any importance, and the arguments are in
neither, case conclusive. There the matter may rest. f, l*
Sous set, "Offenbarung Joh" adopts the view that the
disciple whom the Lord held dear was not the son of Zebe-
1. op. cit. p. 234
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dee, but the presbyter John of Asia Mdnor, a native of
Jerusalem, of the high-priestly family (according to
the statement of Polycrates apud Eusebium, H. E. v.24:
vnOn (£-p£oSTo 7h£<f)°f>y\Ku) s\
)
who belonged
to the Jerusalem disciples of Jesus. This explanation
avoids the hypothesis that there were afterwards two
different Johns in Asia Minor; but involves the hy-
pothesis that John the son of Zebedee had a double of
the same name among the most intimate disciples of Je-
sus, one about whom nothing further has come down to
us. This latter hypothesis does not appear to be any
easier or simpler than the former." !•
This phrase, "John the Presbyter," occurs in Euse-
bius who quotes from Papias of cir. 130-150 A. D. Pap-
ias, as he tells us, with evident justice, was a remark-
ably stupid man, and the passage in question is a
slightly rambling boast of the extent of his inquiries
concerning the two occurrences of the name John. Euse-
bius guessed that the second John ("John the Elder")
wrote the Revelation, while the Apostle wrote the Gos-
pel. Eusebius conjectures that the Elder died in Ephe-
sus, because he heard that two tombs of John were being
shown in Ephesus in his own time.
Regarding this entire matter of a Jerusalem disci-
ple responsible for the Gospel we conclude with Wendt:
"the fact that the scenes in Jesus* ministry recorded
1. Wendt, H. H "The Gospel According to St. John" p. 212
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in the Fourth Gospel are specifically those in Jerusa-
lem does not necessarily imply that an eye-witness, a
native of Jerusalem, , who held aloof from the Galilean
ministry of Jesus, stood behind the Fourth Gospel*"!.
Weare inclined to agree with Julicher that it is
most unlikely that Jesus could have bestowed "special
marks of his favor and confidence on a disciple whom
he did not at the same time admit into the circle of
the Twelve, and--which is still more iraportant--of
whom the other Gospels know absolutely nothing. "2.
can hardly follow Julicher when he states further:
"'As a matter of fact, however, this chosen one, who
in his turn stands opposed to the other chosen ones,
is a figure which can find no place within the Synop-
tic tradition: he is, in fact, not a figure of flesh
and blood at all.' The self-testimony of the Fourth
Gospel is bound to arouse the gravest suspicions on ac
count of the airs of mystery and the ambiguity which
surround it. If in 19:35 and 20:31, the writer ad-
dresses himself directly to his readers with the words
'that ye may believe, ' why does he keep his own person
ality--that of speaker or writer as the case may be--
so mysteriously veiled? Considering the charges laid
upon him and the events in which he had taken part,
1. Wendt
,
H. H. op. cit., p. 212 note




an ’I' would in truth have been no less natural than
a ’ye* or a 'we.' If a disciple were here setting
down some of his recollections of Jesus--no matter
from what point of view or after how long an interval--
the tone of personal reminiscence would be bound to as-
sert itself more, and it is wholly impossible to con-
ceive why the son of Zebedee or any other John should
so anxiously have avoided all plain references to his
own personality. On the other hand, the vagueness
and mystery of the indications' concerning the author,
his cautious reserve on one page, followed by the high-
est claims on another, would become quite intelligible
if a later Christian, writing in the name of the true
body of disciples, of those blessed ones who 'had not
seen, and yet had believed', had composed a spiritual,
an idealist Gospel such as must have been written by a
disciple who, leaning as he did upon his Master’s
breast, had been enabled to gaze into his heart, and
was therefore far better qualified to describe his
greatness and glory than those who merely reported
those things which their bodily eyes had seen."l.
Julicher concludes from 21.22 following that the
unknown writer "did not create for himself the role of
an ideal disciple quite independently. It is true
1. Julicher, A. op. cit. p. 214,215
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that he promises his counterpart a spiritual ’tarrying
o
till the Parusia of the Lord--that is to say, withinA
the Gospel, which was to win and work till the end of
the world--but, on the other hand, he confesses that
this personage was mortal, was in fact dead; and why
this change if it were not founded on some historical
fact? The aged John of Ephesus is the only disciple
known to us who lived to such an advanced age that a
belief in his immortality might have arisen; it is to
him that tradition points; Polycrates claims the Belov
ed Disciple as a pillar of the Asiatic Church, and
therefore his image must surely have hovered before
the mind of our Evangelist too, whom it were idle to
look for anywhere but in Asia. But was it the son of
Zebedee or the Presbyter whom he thus idealized, and
in whose name he sought to write? From the investiga-
tion conducted above we must conclude that we are not
in a position to answer this question, or at most we
can but say that he wished to be heard and read, not
as the son of Zebedee nor yet as the Presbyter, but
simply as the disciple who had understood Jesus best
and loved him most tenderly. And for a true under-
standing of the Gospel it is a matter of indifference
which of the two was the John whom the writer had in
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his mind, at any rate if we accept it as certain that
it is not this John himself who speaks to us in the
Gospel, but one of his later adherents • "1 • Julicher
is emphatic on this point which we have previously
stated, that "the one unassailable proposition which
criticism, dealing solely with the internal evidence,
can set up concerning the Fourth Gospel, that its au-
thor was not ’the disciple whom Jesus loved.' "1. We
find no cogent reason for disagreeing with this posi-
tion. He qualifies it succinctly and summarily:
"Those who can ascribe it to this actual John may just
as well accept -he Second Epistle of Peter as the work
of Simon Peter. Nor does the Presbyter hypothesis af-
fect this judgment in the least, for the Presbyter
himself would still be a disciple who had leaned on
Jesus' breast, who after his Master's death had taken
that Master's mother into his own house, and had thus
been enabled to obtain detailed information of his
early history, --for a mere passing contact with Jesus
such as even Aristion could boast (supposing that he
was the fabricator of the wretched conclusion to Mark)
is not sufficient to infuse historical reality into
this figure of the most intimate of the friends of
Jesus which pervades the Fourth Gospel. The most in-
1. Julicher, A. op. cit. p.214, 215
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timate must, after all, have "been a Hebrew; though
that is not inconceivable in the case of the Evange-
list, since the Semitic extraction of the writer may
be observed both in the language, with its shrinking
from the periodic sentence, and also in the forms of
thought. For my part, however, I should prefer to look
upon our Evangelist as the Christian-born son of Jewish
Christian parents, for his attitude toward the Jews is
so hostile and aloof that he uses the name no longer
in a national sense, but merely to denote the unbe-
lieving adherents of a superseded religion. It is
true that, if we substitute for the quondam fisherman
an otherwise unknown John who, as the friend of Caia-
phas, had been in a position to acquire a high train-
ing in theology and philosophy, and had been an early
convert to the fundamental ideas of Paul, the objec-
tions which (considering that in Galat fbns John is
named as one of the Pillars of the primitive communi-
ty, who reserved to themselves the Apostleship of the
Circumcision, and that the son of Zebedee was a Gali-
lean fisherman) the writer's philosophical culture
and wholly unprejudiced attitude towards the Law and
the Circumcision must raise in our minds, lose in
weight although they do not entirely disappear. And
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there is also the reflection that the son of Zebedee
himself would in the thirty years or more which he is
said to have passed in the Hellenic atmosphere of E-
phesus before the composition of the Gospel, have had
time for a thorough modification of his ideas. But
the difficulty remains that John--whether Apostle or
Presbyter --must have written the Gospel (and also the
Epistles, which seem to belong to a still later date)
in extreme old age, and such literary activity on the
part of a centarian is open to doubt; for the monot-
ony of the Gospel has other causes than that of sen-
ility, and the writer gives sufficient proofs of a-
lert attention and of a power of work that knew its
own ends and dominated its material. "!•
This view finds its parallel, in many respects,
in the belief of Eacon, although he approaches it
more abstractly with an involved doctrinal argument.
He states that the "disciple whom Jesus loved" was
a figure unexpectedly introduced in the second part
of the Gospel, which records the Lord’s Supper, the
Cross, and the Resurrection. Jesus gave him exclu-
sively to "his own which were in the world, " whom as
his beloved "he loved unto the end." The Beloved
Disciple stands out preeminent among these. "He is
1. Julicher, A. op. cit. p. 416
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wasnot merely Jesus’ ’friend' (^£/jo5), as Lazarus
(11:3, 11), but his S
^
as Jesus himself is the
of the Father; he is the type of true disci-
pleship."!* It becomes quite clear then, why "the type
of discipleship" should excel the human Peter in the
clim etic moments of the Last Supper, the Cross and the
Resurrection. The "obtuseness " of Peter on these oc-
casions might well prompt someone in later years where
the spiritual significance of these events had become
clear, to rewrite them from the enlightened viewpoint,
as if there were someone of those present who at the
time was aware of their spiritual meaning. "We can
hardly dispute those students of the Fourth Gospel,
both ancient and modern, who see in it a subtle cor-
rection of the Petrine story, and understand the fig-
ure of the Beloved Disciple to be introduced in con-
nection ‘with this purpose, to rectify what had been
misunderstood. The Beloved Disciple speaks from the
"heart of Christ," and sees things as they really are;
on this point opponents and defenders of the tradi-
tional authorship are at one. Is the aim of the au-
thor doctrinal rather than historical, his effort
the "bringing out" of the "spiritual" side rather than
the concrete, his "eye-witness
,
" in short, that of




the eye which had been "spiritually" enlightened
(Eph. 1:18)?" !• If the latter be the case, we wonder
if we may attribute the design to John Zebedee.
The issue becomes unnecessarily clouded in mak-
ing "the disciple whom Jesus loved" the hierophant of
the Designation of the Traitor, as Bacon does. This
mystery, if mystery it is, is connected with the Paul-
ine doctrine of the "sacrament of judgment" according
to Bacon. (I Cor. 10:14-22) A "disciple of the true
type" would understand that the Traitor must do his
work uninterrupted, whereas a human disciple would
immediately try to prevent him from accomplishing
his purpose. 1 ' It is at the solicitation of Peter
that "the disciple whom Jesus loved" obtains the ex-
planation; but it does not appear when, if ever^ Pe-
ter was told the result. Doctrinally, therefore,
the teaching our evangelist finds in the synoptic
story of Judas "dipping in the dish" with Jesus at
the Last Supper is expressed in I Cor. 10:20-22, "I
would not that ye should have communion with devils.
Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord and. the cup of
devils; ye cannot partake of the table of the Lord
and the table of devils." He intimates that it is
possible for a Jud.as to make even of the Lord's




Supper a sacrament of damnation. The disciple of
John 13:23-30 is not a disciple of flesh and blood.
He is the interpreter of the "Petrine " story of the
announcement of the betrayal. And he interprets it
on the basis of the Pauline doctrine of the sacrament
of judgment. "1.
Additional arguments and "interpretations of the
same diaphanous character cause us to question the
scholarship of Bacon, for the problem becomes in-
creasingly involved instead of being clarified, he
will consider his treatment of chapter twenty with
this in mind, for the arguments he advances, even
though perplexing, are interesting.
In this chapter the first at the tomb and the
first to believe is the E>eloved Disciple. "He appears
as a kind of invisible companion of Peter in the
hurried visit to the tomb borrowed from Luke 24:12.
Neither of the two speaks to, nor appears to notice,
his companion. The new-found faith of "the disciple
whom Jesus loved" does not express itself to Mary
Magdalen, who is left "standing without, weeping;"
nor even to any of the disciples. His coming and
seeing the empty tomb and believing, is all an epi-







the sepulcher without the faintest trace of an ef-
fect upon the course of the narrative. Again we must
say this is no disciple of flesh and blood. All is
precisely as if he were not there. His function in-
deed has no regard for the persons and conditions of
that age-. The empty tomb was enough for him. "He
saw and believed." He is the type of that faith which
does not wait for ocular -demonstration, hut is quick-
ened to full life by "knowing the Scripture that he
must rise from the dead. :! l» (Verse 9).
Bacon has plunged us into the "hie:o_;hant-invis-
ible- companion" hypothesis, but we emerge unsatis-
fied with such a distorted and disfigured rending
of the Gospel in order to prove one’s point. The
simple tradition crediting the authorship and belov-
ed discipleship to John, the son of Zebedee, is pref-
erble. It seems impossible that the Beloved Disciple
is a readv-made article introduced without their
t/
knowledge into the circle of disciples even to the
place on Jesus’ breast. The Beloved Disciple is not
ghost when Peter addresses him at the Last Supper.
It is not an invisible spirit which secures Peter’s
admission to the palace of the High Priest. A per-
son of flesh and blood, possessing superior agility.
1. op. cit. p. 319.
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out -ran Peter to the tomb of Jesus. So much does
this Beloved Disciple seem the man that the readers
of the Gospel think to find in him at once the char-
acter of ’’Son of Thunder” attributed to him. This is
a blooded man, no lifeless ghost that bravely stands
on Golgothft, and gladly takes the burden of a help-
less woman to protect. !.hy should v/e think to see in
the manliest man of Jesus’ followers even a sugges-
tion of such a figure, a creature of imagination and
not of fact? Bacon makes this ’’figure not of flesh
and blood” more real than a living man could possi-
bly be. Be find him saying, "And yet of all the un-
real scenes of this gospel of abstractions none is
so unreal, none of the dramatis personal so phantas-
mal, as the Beloved Disciple himself, and the sym-
bolic adaptations of synoptic scenes in which he
figures.”!* The one whom childlike eyes observe as
real, scholastic eyes reveal as phantom, "veiled
figure," "true type of discipleship, " and we are
permitted only to wonder at such unreasoned desecra-
tion.
Scott is an adherent of the theory that makes
the Beloved Disciple a symbolic figure. "in the
Fourth Gospel, outward facts are symbolical of an
1. op. cit. p. 320.
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inward spiritual meaning. The events of the his-
tory have all a deeper reference. The persons des-
cribed (IJicodemus, Thomas, Philip, The Eeloved Dis-
ciple) are not so much individuals as religious
o
types. Places (e. g. Bethesda, Silvam), numbers,
dates have all their secret significance. In view
of this pervading use of the allegorical method, it
has been maintained by some critics that John simply
deals with the Synoptic narrative as Philo dealt with
the Old Testament. The historical record dissolves
under his touch into a pure allegory, in which the
apparent fact is nothing but a symbol or parable. "1*
If these men are types, then we roust locate the men
behind them who are real, which in any case will be
men less "real” than the "types" we started with.
Scott carries the symbolic interpretation to absurd
extremes when he asserts that the evangelist finds
in the Disciple "who lay on Jestis’ bosom, whom Je-
sus loved," "the prototype of the future church,
who represents the Church in its essential idea.
All the rest is temporary and external, and the one
thing necessary is the inward fellowship, by faith
and love, with Jesus Christ."!. it would seem that
this lesson of faith and fellowship is what we may
1. Scott, E. F. "The Fourth Gospel" p. 57,144.
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learn from the Beloved Disciple, and that we learn
it the more readily from him when he is thought to
he a man as we are, than as a symbol stuck in to
point a moral. Symbols are man-lived not man-made.
A story of the Synoptic record reveals that
Jesus, at the end of his ministry, is striving to
the uttermost to prepare the Twelve to succeed Him.
He is aware of their frail/ties and failure to com-
prehend his spiritual kingdom, but nevertheless He
labors patiently with them for they are the ones
who must continue the work after He is gone,--
the building of the Kingdom of God on earth. There
is no indication that Jesus has a "more spiritual
disciple" than these on whom He can rely with
greater expectation that they will establish the
kind of Kingdom he desires. Jesus places entire
dependence on the Twelve. If they fail Him, He
has no other person or plan to perpetuate His teach
ing. Nor does the Fourth Gospel make certain that
Jesus cultivated the intimacy or built upon the
sympathetic understanding of any one disciple wheth
er one of the Twelve or outside. The reference
would indicate only that one disciple attained be-
fore his fellows the dawning consciousness of spir-
itual understanding, and Jesus acknowledged his
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maturing faith with an affection that awaited all
who should awake, see, and follow Him as Master of
Life.
Julicher conjectures as to who was the man who
conceived the brilliant idea of the Beloved Disciple
and then even more brilliantly identified him with
the apostle John. He thinks him to be the Christian
born son of Jewish Christian parents, who is there-
fore hostile to the Jews as unbelievers. He was
dependent for '.is sources on the Synoptics, and he
artistically intensified certain Synoptic stories
to produce the miracles peculiar to the gospel,
such as the turning of water to wine, the healing
of the man at Bethseda and the raising of Lazarus.
His purpose in writing was to produce an apologetic
for the church against the Jews and followers of
John the Baptist. When he sought for an authority
to give prestige to his work, he looked for an
eye-witness closely related to Jesus. The Asiat-
ic John still lived in influence, though gone him-
self from the earth. On him the evangelist fixed
and proceeded to write a gospel that would be
worthy of John and one that he would have written
to meet the needs of the church had he been alive.
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"i/Vhat must have given him an inward confidence in
his task was the conviction that he was reproduc-
ing the portrait of Christ exactly as he had re-
ceived it from John."l* Even to his death John
felt himself tied by ties of love to his master, so
the evangelist portrayed him not alone as disciple
and eye-witness
,
but as "the disciple whom Jesus
loved. "
Bacon reconstructs the real author with more
attention given to his own religious experience.
The evangelist is writing because of his own in-
sight into the deeper meaning of the gospel story.
He has himself "put on Christ," so that the Christ
which he describes is not alone John’s Jesus of
History, but his own Christ of experience. Jesus
becomes in part an ideal figure, and yet there is
the real man behind the ideal. The same is true
of the Beloved Disciple. The "disciple whom Jesus
loved" is something more than a purely ideal fig-
ure. "A very real man has sat for the portrait;
although, as already stated, this is not a case
of self-portraiture
.
"2. he have seen that the Be-
loved Disciple enters on the scene only in the
drama of the cross and resurrection. His gospel








of redemption is by his mystic union with Christ in
the fellowship of his suffering and the power of
his resurrection. We have seen also that he stands
in some special antithetic relation to reter. We
have found that ultimately it must be one who any-
where, in any generation, enters the eternal life,
like the evangelist himself, by appropriating "the
mind which was in Christ Jesus." Eut the term
"disciple whom Jesus loved" cannot well have been
coined, nor his relation to the "first" of the
twelve thus depicted, without a primary reference
to that great Apostle who, when even Peter was rec-
reant and blind to the real significance of the
doctrine he professed to follow, cut into the rock
foundation of the Church the true gospel of the re-
demption. No language ever framed can so express
the whole heart secret of the Fourth Gospel as that
great utterance of Paul, wherein, as against the
inadequate apprehension Peter had shown of the
true meaning of the cross, he pours out his soul's
experience of Christ. If the Fourth Gospel be "the
heart of Christ," the heart of the Fourth Gospel is
Paul's confession of his faith in Galatians 2:20:
"I have been crucified with Christ; yet I live;
—
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and yet no longer I, but Christ liveth in me: and
that life which I now live in the flesh I live in
faith, the faith which is in the Son of God, Who
Loved Me, and gave himself up for me."
In this sense Paul, and whosoever has had
Paul’s experience--whosoe ver has thus seen the Lord,
whether in the body or oat of the body, whosoever
has come to "know him and. the power of his resurrec-
tion"— is the "disciple whom Jesus loved. "1. There
have, undoubtedly, been many beloved disciples since
the first' one, but the whole total of their devo-
tion and testimony is outv/eighed by the witness of
him who, having believed, also saw. The maturity
of later und.erstand.ing and profound religious ex-
perience fits the childlike trust and love of that
first Beloved Disciple like the armor of Saul fit-
ted David. He cannot walk beneath It. He is not
"used to them" (I Samuel 17:39 Moffatt). We





or even the represent-
ative of that "goal of a true discipleship, "2.
which Paul fixed in II Cor. 3:18. Let him be a
man who was drawn to follow Jesus, who gained a
glimpse into His heart and saw that heart as love.
1. Ibid. p. 326
2. op. cit., p. 331
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He responded with his own devotion which the Master
gratefully received. A later follower of Christ
idealized this relationship without injuring its
charm, surrounding both the Master and the disciple
with a transfiguring light, but detracting noth-
ing from their manhood and reality.
We have endeavored to present a review of the
various theories concerning the identity of the Be-
loved Disciple, whether as Tradition would say, it
was John, the son of Zebedee, who also wrote the
C-ospel; or whether it was an unknown disciple liv-
ing near Jerusalem who may be identified with the
rich young ruler or Lazarus or both or neither; or
whether the Beloved Disciple was an ideal symbol
and never real flesh and blood at all. We have
yet to consider the view; outlined by Canon Streeter
in his book, "The Tour Gospels."
Apart from the last two verses of chapter 21,
commonly known as the appendix, there is not a
word in the Fourth Gospel to indicate that it is
or claims to be by the Apostle John.l* Even these
two verses cannot be by the original author of the
Gospel, according to so conservative a scholar as
Wescott. Although we cannot think of the Apostle
*
1. Streeter, b. E. --"The Four Gospels" p.431
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John op any other follower of Christ calling him-
self "the disciple whom Jesus loved, ' it would not
he unnatural for a devoted follower and admirer of
one particular Apostle so to speak of his idealized
Master. If the fourth Gospel had come down to us,
as originally published, without the last two verses,
everyone everywhere would have taken it for grant-
ed that the aut . or intended to distinguish himself
as the Beloved Disciple, and we should have inferred
that its author stood in much the same kind of re-
lation to the Beloved Disciple as Mark, the author
of another of our Gospels, stood to Peter. "!•
"But if the verse ( 21:24 ) which identifies
the actual author with the Beloved Disciple is a
later insertion, it is open for us to surmise that
it is a mistaken identification--indeed., in face
of the phenomena discussed in the last chapter, it
is hard to suppose that it is correct. We are, then
almost compelled to the conclusion that the Gospel
was written, not by the Beloved Disciple himself,




. McNeil suggests that
John the Presbyter was the man who idealized the
Apostle John. He believes that the later John was
1. Ibid. p. 432
2. Streeter, B. II., op. cit., p. 432
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an eye-witness of the Crucifixion, and knew some-
thing of John, the son of Zebedee, "whom he deeply
revered, and thought of as the ideal disciple of
Jesus, him v. orrriie loved, and from him gained some
mater ial . ”1 . It appears that LicHeil knows too
much about John the Presbyter and his relations
to the Apostle John, but his hypothesis is inter-
esting, for it presages the view that we are de-
sirous of maintaining without actually naming the
man who admired the Apostle, or hazarding any guess
as to his personal knowledge of the historical Je-
sus .
All of the suggested theories which posit a
Jerusalem disciple no matter with whom he is iden-
tified are so tenuous in their grasp upon fact or
even a plausible hint of reality that we pass them
by as interesting but unconvincing. We are left,
then, with two alternatives: Is the Beloved Disci-
ple equivalent to the Apostle John or is he intend-
ed to be a purely ideal figure, "the perfect disciple
who alone really understood the mind of Christ ?"2.
Streeter concludes that the "author's conception
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in all things concerning the earthly life of Christ
makes it reasonable that he intended both. It
would have seemed to him that the Revelation of the
Word made flesh would not have been completed un-
less at least one of the Twelve had understood it.
The Beloved Disciple, then, will be an Apostle; but
he is that Apostle transfigured into the ideal dis-
ciple. And that the Apostle the author had in mind
was John can hardly, I think, admit of serious
doubt. Peter, James, and John in the Marls on story
repeatedly appear as a kind of inner circle of the
Twelve--and the disciple that understood must have
been one whom the Church had expected to tarry till
the Lord’s coming; James is ruled out by his early
death; while Peter’s infirmities are too conspicu-
ous a feature in the tradition to make it possible
for him to be selected as the ideal; only John is
left,"l. so that the process of elimination favors
him as well as the Chruch Tradition.
be may surmise, then, with reasonable certain-
ty that John, the son of Zebed.ee, was the last sur-
vivor of the Twelve, and that the author of the
Fourth Gospel came into personal contact with him
as a youth. It was quite natural for him to look
1. Streeter, E. H. p.4-32
f(
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with great reverence upon a man who had known Je-
sus, and particularly the one who had been in the
inner circle, even to lay his head on Jesus’ breast.
The veneration of this youth enhanced by the mysti-
cal and artistic qualities of his nature, which he
undoubtedly possessed in a large measure, became
idealization. A later age completed this magnify-
ing of a man into a hero by making him a saint.
Streeter says, "there is indeed no reason why the
author of the Gospel should not in his youth have
come into personal contact with John, who even if
he was martyred (as some suggest) shortly after
the outbreak of the Jewish War in A. D. 66 ("John
held a curiously vacillating position of both
martyr and. surviving "witness of Messiah." He
drank the cup of Jesus (according to legend a
cup of poison) and was baptized, with his bap-
tism of death (according to legend immersion in
boiling oil), but emerged from the ordeal unharmed,
to continue untouched of corruption in a sleep
that only resembled death until the coming of the
Lord. The legend is due to the harmonistic inter-
weaving in later fancy of two antithetic prophe-
cies of Jesus, one to the disciples at the Declara-
(
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tion of Messiah's Fate, "Some that stand by shall
not taste of death till they see the Son of man
coming in his kingdom,” (Mt. 16:28; Mk. 9:1;
Lk. 9:27); the other to James and John, as they
ask the preeminent places in the messianic king-
dom, "Ye shall indeed drink of my cup, but to sit
at my right and left hand is reserved for them
that are worthy.” Peter is the third, who had of-
fered to go with Jesus to prison and death; but
broke down in the attempt . "1 •
--Bacon) may well
have been the last survivor of the Twelve, (as
we have already suggested) . Y#e need not suppose
that he had seen a great deal of John, or that
more than a small number of the facts recorded in
the Gospel were derived from him; most of them,
indeed, we have seen reason to believe came to him
by way of Mark or Luke. We need only postulate
for him a connection with the Apostle and an atti-
tude to his memory comparable to that of Irenaeus
towards Polycarp. A brief, and, as it seemed in
the halo of later recollection, a wonderful con-
nection with the Apostle--perhaps also a few never-
to-be-forgotten words of Christ derived from his
1. Streeter, E. H., op. cit., p. 433
"
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lips- -would make the attitude towards the Beloved
Disciple expressed in the Gospel psychologically
explicable . " -- •
We agree with Canon Streeter that this is
the minimum requirement to meet the psychological
conditions of the relations between the Eeloved
Disciple and his evangelist. But just as we have
not been satisfied with the ’’maximum" requirement
of identifying the one with the other, so also
we sidestep the "minimum" requirement that makes
them merely ships that pass in the night. Why
may we not conceive of the evangelist as John’s
"son in the Gospel," his "Timothy?" To him
John gave inspiration and reminiscence and re-
flection and all of these got into the Fourth Gos-
pel plus the individuality of the writer and the
richness of his own religious experiences. This
last is an element which must not be overlooked.
"The Gospel is indeed the transcript of a person-
al experience. This evangelist was not dependent
on a secondary knowledge, but had himself communed
with Christ and testified of those things which
he had heard and seen. "2. in other words we have
1. Streeter, B. H., op. cit., p. 433
2. Scott, E. F., op. citl, p. 375
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in the Fourth Gospel "experimental evidence of
the work and worth of Christ for the Spiritual
life."l. "The relation of the author to his Christ
is not the relation of John, son of Zebedee to Je-
sus.'^. it would be blasphemy for him to lay his
head on the breast of his Christ, for this Christ
is the Uord of God become flesh alight with glori-
as the only begotten of the Father full of grace
and truth. His only connection with the Galilean
carpenter is that he has known a man who knew Je-
sus in the days of His flesh. But his connection
with the Christ is that he has known Him as every
man may know Him, through the Spirit. He is like
Paul in that he no longer lives, but Christ lives
within him.
The sun set; but set not his hope:
Stars rose; his faith was earlier up:
Fixed on the enormous galaxy,
Deeper and older seemed his eye:
And matched his sufferance sublime
The taciturnity of time.
He spoke, and words more soft than rain
Brought the Age of Gold again:
His action won such reverence sweet.
As hid all measure of the feat.
1. Garvie, A. E.
,
op. cit., p. 236
2. Sowstuter, W. J., Class Notes
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The conclusions that may be said to have been
reached in this thesis are these. The Fourth Gos-
pel was written neither by John the Apostle nor the
Beloved Disciple. Much of the Material of the Gos-
pel may be traced to John as eye-witness
,
but its
actual literary preparation is largely the work of
a follower of his, ¥/hom we call author or evange-
list. This '’shadow” of the Apostle might thorough-
ly get the point of view of his teacher and see
Jesus as he saw Him. He, obviously, idolized his
master John until he had idealized him permanently
in his record of him and his Master Jesus. It was
this devoted follower who conceived of him as "the
disciple whom Jesus loved.”
i
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